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Why do people work?
Summary
In order to answer the question “why do people work” we ought to analyze the model of individual
labour supply. e factor deciding whether people enter the labour market and how much time
they spend on work is their aspirations. e higher the aspirations, the longer the working hours.
Nowadays, in highly developed countries we can observe the phenomenon of crossing the threshold
of aspirations. Higher wages bring about less working hours, which is proven by statistical data.
is leads to the reassessment of traditional stereotypes. Countries which previously established
protestant work ethic are now among those where people work the least. In the Netherlands, arguably
the birthplace of capitalism, nearly half of the people work part time and only 6% have more than
one job. Switzerland is approaching those numbers, whereas Poland is among countries where people
work the most. Stereotypes fail to keep up with the changes happening in the real world. Internet
users are still convinced that Germans work hard, while Italians and Greeks are lazy. e reality is
different.
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